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Manhattan Prep and its top-notch GRE instructors release the most comprehensive set of GRE

math flash cards on the market. Developed for students of all levels, they are a compact but

powerful resource for review of crucial GRE math concepts.Manhattan PrepÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s 500 GRE

Math Flash Cards provides practical exposure to the basic math concepts tested on the GRE.

Designed to be user-friendly for all students, these cards include easy-to-follow explanations of

math concepts that promise to enhance comprehension and build fundamental skills. Try using

these cards with Manhattan PrepÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s 2-volume GRE vocabulary flash cards (500 Essential

Words, ISBN: 9781935707899; 500 Advanced Words, ISBN: 9781935707882) for a comprehensive

review of the math and verbal tested on the GRE!
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One thing's for sure, there's a lot of these cards. Unfortunately, they're not principle oriented, they

question oriented. In other words, they're basically a GRE math quiz in notcard form. If you need to

start from scratch, like many folks who haven't taken math courses in a number of years, these

cards wont get you there. You'll need preliminary material to get you started.

I was hoping they would be more going over basic GRE rules and some sample problems - but the

entire SET are complicated GRE questions. Personally, I am TERRIBLE at math so every card I



have to have my Electrical Engineer of a boyfriend walk me through it. If you have a great grasp on

math, these would be helpful for you to study from while, say, commuting on public transport or

waiting for an appointment. However, if you're looking for a refresher course, these cards aren't very

helpful. They are a nice supplement to study materials though.

The cards are very useful to prevent forgetting quant material in GRE. The exam is not abstract or

hard but comprises an amount of information big enough to let space for silly mistakes. The cards

are aimed to help you realize those possible mistakes and correct them in time. The bottom line is

that you will not get smarter nor with the GRE neither with the cards. However they are a tool that

will help you automatize the material (rather than to memorize it) at low or no relative cost (in terms

of time) and will help you manage better your time per regular questions (time management is the

real issue in GRE) giving you more time to use for harder questions.In my case, I did the exam two

times, the first one using bad material and the second one using appropriate material (at least for

quant), i.e. manhattan and magoosh. The first time scored 161 :( the second time I focused in time

management issues and got 168 ;) ... furthermore, in the first session I finished 10 mins earlier and

in the second 5 mins. What can I say?...these cards were helpful for sure (buy them)

If you're looking for exercises to put in practice what you've learned for the GRE, these cards are

great! I'm not sure if they would work as well if they're the only available material you'll have; but for

practice they are quite useful and they come with a very helpuful explanation of each problem on

the back.

Greats cards if you have at least a month to dedicate to studying them, if not, don't bother, you cant

get through them in time.

its useful for recalling strategies from Manhattan 8 set books ...not worth if you haven't read 8

strategy guides for gre .

These really helped me review all the topics I have learned the week before the test. In conjunction

with ets books I was able to get a 164 on quant (up from a 154) and 158 (up from a 154).

the cards have a good variety of math problems but some the answers are still a little tricky to

understand.
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